Digital Recorder Package

Achieve extremely reliable, accurate measurement and electronic recording of your heat treatment processes with Ipsen’s Digital Recorder Package. Equipped with a panel mount Yokogawa GX20 digital recorder, this package provides a highly integrated input/output and recording system, as well as a touchscreen that is engineered for ease of use.

Benefits:
- Meets AMS 2750E requirements for measurement accuracy
- Provides far greater recording accuracy and faster operator access to historical data than paper recorders
- Create handwritten notes on the new touchscreens, as well as digitally record the notes in the permanent records
- Provides electronic records, which have secure, remote backup locations
- Arrives preconfigured for your specific furnace, as well as with installation drawings and an adaptor plate (if required)

Display & Operation:
- 12.1” touchscreen display
- Offers a variety of display functions
- Provides an easy-to-navigate, user-oriented design
- Validate long-duration trends at a glance
- Utilize powerful data search functions
- Browser-based, real-time monitoring

Measurement & Recording:
- 20 analog input channels provided (100 channels max.)
- Supports multi-channel recording over long durations
- Redundancy through internal memory and external media

Data Use:
- Standard Ethernet connectivity
- Export and save raw data as digital, PC-compatible files

*This price is subject to change based on furnace compatibility

$9,995

For more information, contact Steve at Steve.Hartenberger@IpsenUSA.com or 1-815-332-2506

www.IpsenUSA.com/ECG
Why choose Ipsen?

When you choose Ipsen, our Engineered Components Team is here to keep your equipment up-to-date, operating at peak performance and capable of meeting ever-changing industry specifications. From state-of-the-art controls to upgrades and retrofits that expand your capabilities and increase your flexibility, Ipsen’s Engineered Components Team delivers the solutions you need to succeed now and into the future.

Whether you have a furnace that is decades old or just a few years, we can provide upgrades and retrofits that give your furnace, and your business, a competitive edge. We also provide solutions for nearly every brand of heat-treating equipment so, if you need to get all of your furnaces working on the same platform or in a similar configuration, we can help.

Reaching and maintaining proper control and functionality of your equipment is paramount to achieving success in thermal processing. Our engineers can help you adjust, modify and upgrade your equipment and controls to achieve peak performance with your heat-treating furnace, as well as minimize downtime. Ensure high quality results for all of your processes and requirements with specially designed upgrades. Collect more precise data to better measure and improve your processes, upgrade your hot zone or equipment to expand your capabilities – the possibilities are endless. When it comes to unparalleled support, Ipsen is your partner in success.